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As the industrialization, urbanization and informatization develops continuously 
and swiftly, our cities become prosperous and infrastructure-strengthened. But as the 
same time, social resources and population are concentrated largely in big cities, 
which led to a high living cost so that quite a lot of wage-earners can’t afford to 
purchase houses or even are not able to pay for their weddings or their children’s 
school fees. Thus, those social problems have been the main challenge of the Party’s 
governance. For consolidating power basis of the Party, the 18th Congress of CPC put 
a place for strengthening a service-type party-organization as the objectives of the 
party construction for the first time by redefining the functions of the base branches of 
the Party to meet the hopes and interests of the popular masses. For that reason, the 
party branches of urban communities have to readjust their functional localization 
from governance to offering services. 
Hangzhou develops fast these years, especially in the areas of industrialization, 
urbanization and informatization, thereby facing a more complex social situation. 
Moreover, Hangzhou began to explore the construction of service-type 
party-organization a several years earlier, so that, it will be an implemental guide to 
our own practice, moreover a referential experience to other cities to make a research 
on Hangzhou’s service-type urban community party-organization. 
This thesis expounds the theory and realistic significancy, and then reviews the 
evolution of the research and the status quo. And combining the theory and realistic 
basis, the targets and tasks of the service-type urban community party-organization 
construction are clearly put forward while some existing problems are also issued. At 
last, according to the spirit of the Party Central Committee, a “six-by” policy is 
proposed to strengthen the service-type urban community party-organization, which is 
“to upgrade the quality of party members by a systematic management, to integrate 
the service resources by a regionalization party construction, to expand the service 
content by meticulous services, to promote social harmony by democratic governance, 
to raise the service efficiency by an informationization support and to make a 
motivation by an indexation examination.” 
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2012 年 11 月，中共第十八次代表大会上将加强基层服务型党组织建设首
次提升为党建工作的一项具体目标，切合当前中国发展实际，回应和对接了群
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